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CRAZYFLY HYPER

NAISH PIVOT S25

CrazyFly have now established their Hyper model into something of a boosting benchmark. There are relatively few high-aspect five-strut kites left on the
market, so when we get to test them in decent conditions it’s something of a
treat. With the Covid enforced UK based test this year we got to take the Hyper
out in some dense cold wind and it didn’t disappoint.
CrazyFly are a proudly European brand, and with in-house production in Slovakia the attention to detail is absolutely apparent as you first glance over the
kite. The high contrast color of the stitching leaves zero room for error and is a
bold testament to how well manufactured these kites are. The three-year warranty remains, which is unique in the industry. Materials-wise, it is sporting
Teijin D3 ripstop and some unique Arptex patches over key wear areas. Another joyous addition is the new Airlock valve, which makes inflation as easy as
it gets for a five strutter and may be familiar from iSUPs. In the spirit of 2021,
there has been some weight saving implemented, noticeable in the trailing
edge of the kite, which is now two layers of ripstop instead of heavier Dacron.
As an example, they have shaved 400g off in the 12m, which is no mean feat.
In the 9m we tested, that weight saving was quite apparent, and makes for
an earlier flying and generally more alert Hyper. Revised bridling and hang
points have improved the steering response and handling no end, and it will
now shunt that rigid frame around the wind window with a newfound ease
which is impressive for a no excuses high-aspect kite with such an emphasized
wide span. There is still zero flex in the airframe, and even in the bitter top
end of the wind range there is barely a wobble. Boosting is obviously top of the
menu and it performs even tighter than previously. The more reactive steering means redirection of power is more instant, giving you more upward acceleration and considerable hangtime. Bar pressure has most definitely been
reduced from last year making the whole user experience easier to access. The

handling improvements mean that kite loops, whilst still requiring commitment, are far less scary than previously.
CrazyFly have made some great improvements to the Hyper this year. They
have retained the character of the previous kite and made it far more agile. It
is great to see product with such acute design focus as the Hyper. With some
big boosting kites feeling a little homogenized, CrazyFly have stuck to outright lift performance and really kept with the formula, and this rework is
much to their credit. If big boosting and airtime is your focus, this is a kite that
continues to really justify itself in the category.

Season 25 yields another variant of the Pivot, making it among the longest
standing flagship kite models in the Naish range. It goes without saying that
the kite has proven itself with a couple of solid King of the Air wins along the
way. Built around a three-strut swept tip platform, the familiar build elements from Naish are present. Quadtex ripstop from Teijin makes for a stiff,
light and wear resistant canopy. Higher inflate pressures achieved by an iSUP
valve make for a super stiff and lean airframe. Shark tooth darting elegantly creeps up each canopy segment, reinforcing the trailing edge, and helping
eliminate vibration – this has been reworked this year into a smoother shape.
For S25, a striking limited-edition skull and crossbones model, aimed for the
inner buccaneer amongst us, celebrates a quarter century of Naish products.
The main change this year is a new bridle tuning point, which allows for enhanced wind range at the top end, giving the kite a serious power dump ability. We had a tinker with this and can report back that it is very effective. Our
9m test kite saw some epic strong and variable northern European conditions
and handled them with grace. When perhaps we would normally reach for the
7m, you could drop the pigtails up a setting and ride far more comfortably,
with the kite spanning out and moving forward, but seemingly remaining as
poised as ever. We were genuinely surprised how far you could push overpowered riding whilst feeling in control.
What makes the Pivot such a historically successful model is a subtle blend
of factors. First of all, it is the board speed. A skinny leading edger and easy
access to power means the Pivot is full throttle from the get-go. The power
delivery on the bar is exceptionally linear; you can really feather the lift you
want to achieve when boosting, and glide down with control and confidence.
With the ATB bar, there is a long friction-free bar stroke, and you can use all of
it. The bar feedback provides an excellent translation of what the kite is doing

above you and its position in the window at all times. There is no vagueness
at any point. The turning speed is perky to say the least, and initiating a turn
requires minimal effort. A quick flick of the wrist, then choose your power on
the bar stroke and you can throw a loop exactly to your liking. The progressive
nature of the Pivot means it builds confidence in Big Air situations fast. It is
an instantly familiar and predictable kite, which doesn’t take an age to dial
into, whilst yielding massive performance when you want it to. These factors
also transfer over into a capable wave kite. The rapid and nuanced handling
and adequate drift make it a pleasure to take out in chunky swell, and we even
found ourselves foiling with it, where it was also remarkably fun.
The Pivot is a kite that has ranked very highly amongst its Big Air peers for
several years and hasn’t needed massive design changes to continue to be
extremely competitive. It allows you to scare the life out of yourself with
exceptional high and loop capabilities, but the level of control and feedback
achieved lets you operate with a modicum of safety and enhanced confidence.
Hooked-in freeriding doesn’t get much more fun than with the Pivot, and it
continues to be a performance crossover masterpiece.
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Physical Attributes

Physical Attributes

Size tested

9

Kite Weight (kg)
Weight per m2

Dynamic Handlin g Attributes

Size tested

9

3.42

Kite Weight (kg)

3.16

0.38

Weight per m2

0.35

Pulleys per side

none

Pulleys per side

1 Slider

Leading Edge Hang Points

10

Leading Edge Hang Points

8

Steering Hang Points per side

3

Steering Hang Points per side

3

Struts
Flat Leading Edge Diameter
at Widest Point (cm)

5

Struts
Flat Leading Edge Diameter
at Widest Point (cm)

23

3
22.3

Diameter When Inflated

14.64

Diameter When Inflated

14.20

Recommended Pressure

7

Recommended Pressure

7-9

Battens

none

Battens

None

Construction

Dynamic Handlin g Attributes

Construction

Canopy Material

Teijin D3

Canopy Material

Teijin Quad-Tex

Trailing Edge Material

2 Layers Ripstop + Mark Cloth

Trailing Edge Material

2 Layer Ripstop + Leech Line

Bridle Material

2mm Sheathed Dyneema

Bridle Material

2mm Sheathed Dyneema

Canopy Sewing

3 Step Overlay

Canopy Sewing

Folded 3 Step Overlay + Single Step

Leading Edge Closing Seam

Single Stitch Double Stitch On Segments - Twist

Leading Edge Closing Seam

Folded Double Stitch

Strut / Leading Edge Material

Teijin Dacron

Strut / Leading Edge Material

Teijin Dacron

Leading Edge Segment Bump Stops

All

Leading Edge Segment Bump Stops

All - Kevlar

Overall Buildscore

10

Overall Buildscore

10

Line Deflectors

Yes

Line Deflectors

Yes

Self Rescue Handles

Yes

Self Rescue Handles

None

Line Attachment

Front Loops - Rear Knots

Line Attachment

Front Knots - Steering Loops

Maintenance

10

Maintenance

8

Valve Protection

None

Valve Protection

Eva Hat

Tuning points

None

Tuning points

2

Valve type

iSUP

Valve type

iSUP

Notes

Kevlar Strut Tips - Dacron Wing Tips

Notes

Load Distribution Seam

Stati c Handling Attribute s

Stati c Handling Attributes

